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ELISABETH DÉCULTOT

VISITING SCHOLAR

Prof. Dr. (Paris Sorbonne)

Curriculum Vitae

Born on 13. May 1968 in Fécamp (France ), French Citizen.

2004. May. Habilitation under the leadership of Prof. Dr. Michel Espagne (CNRS/Paris University 8). Topic:
“Die französische Rezeption der deutschen philosophischen Ästhetik zwischen 1750 und 1850”/French
reception of German philosophical aesthetic between 1950 and 1850. Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Jacques Le

Rider (EPHE, Paris) ; Prof. Dr. Jean Mondot (Bordeaux University 3) ; Prof. Dr. Roland Recht (Collège de
France, Paris) ; Prof. Dr. Jean-Marie Schaeffer (CNRS/EHESS, Paris) ; Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Voßkamp (Köln

University) (to be published as a book in 2007).1995. Promotion with Prof. Dr. Jacques Le Rider (Paris 8
University). Topic: “Der kunsttheoretische und kritische Diskurs über die Landschaftsmalerei in
Deutschland zwischen 1760 und 1840”./The art theoretical and critical discourse of landscape painting in

Germany between 1760 and 1840, supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ernst Behler (University of Washington, Seattle,
USA) ; Prof. Dr. Michel Espagne (CNRS, Paris) ; Prof. Dr. Marie-Claire Hoock-Demarle (Paris 7 University) ;
Prof. Dr. Jean Mondot (Bordeaux 3 University). Award: summa cum laude  (“Très honorable avec

félicitations” ; published in 1996).
In 2008 a 12-month research fellowship from Humboldt-Stiftung in Berlin. Work on Johann Georg Sulzer’s

Aesthetics in the context of the Berlin Academy of Sciences in the second half of the 18th Century. Guest
professorship in Bavaria within the framework of the programme “Historische Kunst- und
Bilddiskurse”/Historical art and painting courses“ on the invitation by “Elitenetzwerks Bayern”/Elite

network of Bavaria) (Connection with the Munich University [LMU], Augsburg und Eichstätt). In 2005
appointment to “Directrice de Recherche” at Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS),

Research group: UMR 8547, “Pays germaniques/Transferts culturels”, École Normale Supérieure, Paris.
Since 2004, in cooperation with Prof. Dr. Michel Espagne, leading the research seminar “Transferts
culturels”, École Normale Supérieure, Paris. 2006-2008: in cooperation with Dr. Gilbert Hess, Göttingen

University and Prof. Dr. Elena Agazzi, Università di Bergamo). Organisation of a trilateral German-Italian-
French research conference in Villa Vigoni, Menaggio/Como (Italy) on the topic: “Klassizistisch-

romantische Kunst(t)räume. Imaginationen im Europa des 19. Jahrhunderts und ihr Beitrag zur kulturellen
Identitätsfindung”/Classical-romantic art dreams. Imagination in Europe of the 19th Century (1. meeting on
the topic “Der europäische Philhellenismus”/European Philhellenism, from 30.11. to 03.12.2006; 2. meeting

on topic “Raffael im 19. Jahrhundert”/Raffel in the 19th Century, from 03.12 to 06. 12 2007; a third meeting
is planned for autumn 2008).

Project: Greek phantasies. Reflection on the tension between autopsy and
imagination in Winckelmann’s work

The author of Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums /The history of antique art (1764) saw himself as the
initiator of a profound hermeneutical revolution that should turn pieces of art into an exclusive basis and

the actual core of discourses about art. In this Winckelmann saw a methodical brake with most of his
predecessors and contemporaries, who – be it „antiquarii” e.g. Bernard de Montfaucon and Graf Caylus, or
art theorist e.g. Christian Ludwig von Hagedorn and Gotthold Ephraim Lessing – up until that point had

mostly founded their observations on antique art merely on written sources, rather than on the autopsy-like
analysis of art pieces. As of that time, knowledge about art must be obtained from the direct observation of
art pieces, rather than from reading various texts. This empirical approach, which he often claimed to apply

in his letters and writings, might fail to demonstrate that in the way he deals with antique art, Winckelmann
attributes primary importance to imagination. He turns the mutilated Torso of Belvedere into a relaxing

Hercules whose physical shape and intellectual attitude he emulates and completes in its entirety. 
The complexity of autopsy and imagination is also demonstrated by Winckelmann’s plans to make a
journey in Greece. Winckelmann, who was the first to draft a synthetical picture of the development of the

entire Greek art, has, as is known, never visited Greece. The idea of a journey in Greece had nevertheless
haunted him since his arrival in Rome in 1755. Even in 1756 he considers Italy a stage of a possible journey

to Peloponnesus. He was making plans to embark Attica almost until his death. However, none of these
plans had ever been fulfilled. In order to describe Greece he never went south of Naples. The first obstacles
to his journey were external difficulty, such as the political circumstances, the hazards of Greek roads, full

of burglars and murderers, or the exorbitant costs of such a venture. 
A possible trip in Greece would have imposed on him an even greater threat: the shaking of his personal

myth of the country. The reality of researching in person a country after having described it for so long as
an imaginary Greece and which he had persistently stylised as an ideal place, implied the risk of having to
question his own picture of Greek art and culture. He contrasts the shock of autopsy, which he had prayed

so often as hermeneutical maxim, with the melancholic farewell without hope for another meeting, just as
he wrote at the end of his Gescichte der Kunst/History of Art. As the boat slowly leaves the coast, so grows
the distance between us and Greek Antiquity on an immense sea until we cannot see more than the

silhouette of its original form.
This development of Greece unfolds in a progressive form. It starts with the critic of the numerous travel

reports published since the 16th Century. Winckelmann confutes with pleasure the detailed descriptions by
Pierre Belon, Jacob Spon and George Wheeler. After the publication of Antiquities of Athens by James
Stuart and Nicolas Revett 1762, from which he had expected much, Winckelmann seems disappointed. The

tangible Greece, of these flash and blood travellers is not compatible with the picture gradually emerging in
his mind. The process of Greece losing reality continues with a phase of geographical relocation. That is

because his own Greece does not match the space displayed on the map. Winckelmann decided to look for
it somewhere else; at the ruins of Agrigento, which he had not visited either, or at the temples of Paestum,
of which he readily claims “to be far older than everything in Greece.” This development reaches its final
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Is G more important than either E or S?

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella



The test of ESG Controversies:  Indeed, higher G causes higher ESG Resilience – 1

H2: Good performance in the Governance dimension contributes to controversies 
management more than good performance in either the Environmental or the Social 
dimensions.

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella

Table 12. ESG Controversies on ESG. This regression analyses the effect of the ESG controversy (t) on the ESG score (t + 1) if 
the company (i) had a Good Governance at (t-1) – Model (1-2); a Good Environment at (t-1) – (Model 3-4); a Good Social at (t-1) 

– Model 5-6. These models include firm and time fixed effects. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are reported in 
parentheses.  ***, ** and * indicate that the parameters estimate is significantly different from zero at the 1% , 5% and 10% level, 
respectively. 

      (1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)   (6) 
 Dependent Variable   ESG(t+1)   ESG(t+1)   ESG(t+1) ESG(t+1) ESG(t+1) ESG(t+1) 
     GG(t-1)= 0   GG(t-1)= 1   GE(t-1)= 0   GE(t-1)= 1   GS(t-1)= 0   GS(t-1)= 1 
 ESG Controversies .0028 .02612*** .01189 .01585** .00192 .01702** 
   (.00927) (.00805) (.00968) (.00753) (.00983) (.00778) 
 E .20997*** .12358***   .33342*** .15766*** 
   (.01527) (.01718)   (.01327) (.01693) 
 S .30037*** .22566*** .38795*** .20789***   
   (.01504) (.01724) (.0128) (.01672)   
 G   .13944*** .08767*** .15459*** .10346*** 
     (.01146) (.01315) (.01177) (.01344) 
 TA 2.25421*** -.62153 2.6543*** -.05485 4.05241*** .72802 
   (.49983) (.65806) (.51736) (.6435) (.51999) (.63618) 
 LEV -.8991* -.34658 -.8436 -.18253 -.45421 -.23074 
   (.53722) (.34228) (.64524) (.31167) (.47796) (.34255) 
 PTB .0436 -.1379 .0248 -.12184 .05735 -.1729** 
   (.06195) (.09449) (.06753) (.08593) (.06929) (.08492) 
 ROA .03161 -.00239 -.03117 .05398* -.0358 .05997* 
   (.02412) (.03061) (.02342) (.03048) (.02387) (.03121) 
 CASH .02716 .26047 .19575 .16947 .66333** .11009 
   (.25416) (.31917) (.26638) (.29128) (.26687) (.29871) 
 _cons -13.46329* 45.94456*** -24.94451*** 44.33788*** -47.35263*** 35.17443*** 
   (6.97277) (9.32879) (7.06629) (9.24201) (7.22672) (9.12336) 
 Obs., 4568 4613 4568 4610 4560 4618 
 R-squared .29047 .09899 .30284 .06433 .27713 .04988 
Standard errors are in parentheses 
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1  

 



The support from selected business cases – 1

• Positive cases (in both non-financial firms and financial firms):

- Petra Diamonds Ltd managed an ESG controversy in the Social pillar with high 
ESG resilience via good governance. Its ESG Controversies Score in 2018 was 
15.69 (i.e. a serious level), an S score of 65.8 and a G score of 94.95. In 2019, 
following changes in the Governance, a major improvement: ESG Controversies 
= 100 (i.e. no controversy), ESG = 78.93, S = 68.21, and G = 95.65.

- SAP, a Software’s AG competitor (see below) also involved in the #GuptaLeaks. 
As a consequence of good G changes, its ESG score increased from 93.43 in 
2017 to 93.51 in 2018 notwithstanding the allegations, and SAP’s G moved from 
94.08 in 2017 to 96.26 in 2018.

- Unicredit managed an ESG controversy linked in the Social pillar with high 
ESG resilience via good governance. Its ESG Controversies Score in 2017 (the 
year the problems emerged) was 50, an S = 79.03 and G = 73.48 (well above the 
median sector). In 2018, following changes in the Governance, a major 
improvement: ESG Controversies = 100, ESG = 87.4 (vs an ESG score in 2017 
of 77.55), S = 88.96, and G = 86.5.

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella



The support from selected business cases – 2

• Negative cases (one in non-financial firm and one in financial firm):

- The misbehaviour of Software AG in the #GuptaLeaks and also its inaptitude to 
disclose any results or changes in the conduct, damaged its ESG Score. When 
the controversy occurred in 2017, the firm had already a G Score (32.23 in 2016) 
well below the median’s sector. Lack of adequate repairing action resulted in a 
further decrease of the ESG score, from 53.52 to 47.67.

- National Westminster Bank suffered an ESG controversy linked to money 
laundering. However, the issues of money laundering were not even mentioned 
in the Annual Reports NatWest. The ESG scores decreased from 77.05 in 2012 
to 74.58 in 2015 with an ESG controversies ranging from 6.82 to 15.22 signaling 
the magnitude of these events. The S score – that comprehends also anti-money 
laundering policies – decreased from 83.39 to 74.74 and the G score from 77.63 
to 72.97. 

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella



Higher G associates also with lower equity price volatility

• H3:  When ESG controversies occur, good performance in the Governance 
dimension curbs equity volatility more than good performance in either the 
Environmental or the Social dimensions.

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella

Table 14. Equity volatility and ESG score instrumented by ESG Controversy and GRI compliance. This table shows the 
relationship between equity volatility and ESG score instrumented if a firm has a Good Governance (Model 2); a Good Environment 

(Model 4); a Good Social (Model 6). Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are presented in parentheses. ***, ** and * 
indicate that the parameter estimate is significantly different from zero at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 

      (1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)   (6) 
  Volatility Volatility   Volatility Volatility   Volatility Volatility 
     GG(t-1)= 0 GG(t-1)=  1   GE(t-1)= 0 GE(t-1)=  1   GS(t-1)= 0 GS(t-1)=  1 

 ESG -.00534*** -.0069** -.00627*** -.00465* -.00435*** -.00583** 
   (.00144) (.00316) (.00143) (.00275) (.00155) (.00241) 
 TA -.0026 -.00319 .01403 -.02492 .01131 -.02189 
   (.0181) (.0219) (.02189) (.02026) (.02644) (.01642) 
 Debt ratio .011 .01407*** .08755*** .00907** -.00421 .01368*** 
   (.01007) (.00408) (.02144) (.00384) (.00725) (.00408) 
 PTB -.00466*** -.00964*** -.00528** -.00595*** -.00497*** -.00694*** 
   (.00151) (.00129) (.00231) (.0011) (.0017) (.00117) 
 ROA -.00176*** -.00279*** -.00217*** -.00267*** -.00245*** -.00278*** 
   (.00062) (.00047) (.00062) (.00046) (.00064) (.00044) 
 CASH -.00301 -.00907* .00968 -.01042*** -.00256 -.01003** 
   (.00541) (.00473) (.00703) (.004) (.00671) (.00402) 
 _cons .73252*** 1.02448*** .29453 1.23604*** .44191 1.26579*** 
   (.22478) (.1877) (.28333) (.17847) (.33894) (.14739) 
 Obs., 1922 3081 1284 3719 1346 3657 
Instrumented ESG ESG ESG ESG ESG ESG 
Instruments GRI 

ESGControv. 
GRI 
ESGControv. 

GRI 
ESGControv. 

GRI 
ESGControv. 

GRI 
ESGControv. 

GRI 
ESGControv. 

 R-squared .0823 .0312 .0065 .0622 .0323 .0766 

Standard errors are in parentheses 
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1  

 



Higher G associates also with lower equity price volatility

• If we hortogonalise and take the Good Governance residuals.

All you need is G – Consolandi, Ferri, Roncella

Table 15. Equity volatility and Good Governance residuals. This table shows the relationship between equity volatility and Good 
Governance residuals. Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors are presented in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate that the 

parameter estimate is significantly different from zero at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively. 
      (1) 
       Volatility  

Good Governance Residuals -.678*** 
   (.046) 
 TA -.022*** 
   (.006) 
 Debt ratio .006 
   (.005) 
 PTB -.007*** 
   (.001) 
 ROA -.004*** 
   (0) 
 CASH -.003 
   (.003) 
 _cons 1.111*** 
   (.078) 
 Observations 10466 
 R-squared .101 
Robust standard errors are in parentheses 
*** p<.01, ** p<.05, * p<.1  
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